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This report is part of the project ‘SME policy and the regional dimension of 
innovation’ (SMEPOL). The project was carried out by the European Community`s 
Targeted Socio-Economic Research Programme organized by DG XII. The work by 
the Step-group was co-financed by the Norwegian Ministry of Local Affair and 
Regional Development. The objective of the SMEPOL-project was to make 
comparative analysis of selected innovation support policies aimed at small and 
medium-sized enterprises in eight European countries, in order to single out ‘good 
practice’ policy tools aimed at different kinds of SMEs in different regions. This 
report presents the analysis of one of the three innovation policy tools selected for 
the studies in Norway, the NT-programme (The innovation and new technology 
programme in Northern Norway). The two other innovation policy tools were the 
TEFT (diffusion technology from research institutes to SMEs) and RUSH (regional 
development between state owned colleges and SMEs).   
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$EVWUDFW
The aim of this paper is to see if the goals and working methods of a particular public 
support programme directed towards innovation in the firm (the NT-programme) was 
suited for the innovation challenges in the fish processing industry. By looking 
closely at the innovation activity among fish processing firms, we get an insight into 
the system of innovation of this industry, and into what kind of innovation support 
the industry need. 
In general the NT Programme has been well adapted to the challenges for the fish 
processing industry and its need for diversified support in the innovation process. 
The very profile of combining funding with close follow-up has been highly 
supported both from industry as well as from other programmes and initiatives that 
are interlinked with the NT-programme. 
The technology advisory contracts are important to offset co-operation with R&D 
institutions and firms. The NT-secretariat constitutes an important part of the 
network for firms in their innovation activity, especially for small firms. The NT-
programme contributes to a large degree to raise the firms’ co-operation activity, and 
thereby contributes to strengthen the regional innovation system for firms. Having 
only one region to relate to (Northern Norway), have given the NT-secretariat a very 
good knowledge about how to do business in this part of the country. 
Overall the NT-programmes flexible working methods seems to be well suited for 
strengthening many aspects of the innovation process in the fish processing industry. 
However, the criteria for being selected into the programme do seem too stiff, 
leaving a very large share of firms in the fish processing industry outside the 
programmes target area. This could be changed in favour of the fish processing 
industry, since this industry is of such a great importance for the region. The 
programme could also use more resources to help firms with developing new market 
contacts, both with Norwegian customers (i.e. with food chains as a market) or 
foreign markets by i.e. motivating competing firms to co-operate on the market side. 
This might improve the low level of product innovation in the industry.  
.H\ZRUGV)LVKSURFHVVLQJ*RYHUQDQFH,QQRYDWLRQ,QGXVWULDOSROLF\1RUWKHUQ
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*RYHUQDQFHDQGWKHLQQRYDWLRQV\VWHPRIWKHILVK
SURFHVVLQJLQGXVWU\LQ1RUWKHUQ1RUZD\
,QWURGXFWLRQ
The aim of this paper is to look into a particular public innovation support 
programme called the New Technology Programme for Northern Norway (the NT 
Programme). We are interested in exploring the aims, instruments and working 
methods of this programme, by using one of the most important industries in the 
region of Northern Norway as a case; namely the fish processing industry. The paper 
describes the aims and the working methods of the programme, and discusses the 
‘success-criteria’ for the programme in relation to the fish processing industry in 
Northern Norway. 
The fish processing industry is often characterised as ‘low-tech’, mature and with 
little innovation activity. For the industry to be competitive on the world market, it is 
a strong need for it to update production processes and to develop new products; the 
industry needs to be innovative and there seems to be a need for governance in the 
regional innovation system of this industry. For a public innovation support 
programme to be successful it is necessary to be able to reflect the needs of an 
industry in relation to innovation. To be able to answer if the NT Programme is 
suited as a policy tool for the fish processing industry, we will firstly analyse the 
H[WHQWRILQQRYDWLRQ activity, thereafter analyseKRZLQQRYDWLRQWDNHVSODFHin this 
industry.  
The NT Programme is regarded as a state of the art of this kind of public support 
structure for peripheral areas. The NT Programme is intended to “promote new 
activities in Northern Norwegian companies that have the ability and drive to 
innovate. This is done by investing capital in company projects with potential”1. The 
NT programme’s working methods are fairly unusual in an international perspective, 
providing substantial support for development projects that have both technological 
and business dimensions.  
5HJLRQDOLQQRYDWLRQDQGLQQRYDWLRQSROLF\
Theoretical and political interest in the effects of innovation has led to interest in 
how innovation actually takes place in firms or industries. Today, innovation is 
looked upon as a non-linear process, including other elements than formal R&D. 
Innovation activities such as acquisition of machinery, purchase of patents and 
licenses and design might be very important ingredients for firms’ innovation 
activity. There has been a gradual realisation that in terms of technological 
innovation the emphasis has shifted from the single act philosophy of technological 
innovation to the social process underlying economically oriented technical novelty 
                                                 
1
 Quote from “NT-programmet 1993-1996. Strategi og måldokument” (p. 2) 
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(OECD, 1992). Innovation is a process of interactive learning, characterised by 
continuous internal and external feedbacks that initiate steady changes to products, 
processes and services. Firms combine the different factors differently in innovation 
processes. This makes them not only produce differentiated products, processes or 
services, but it generates innovation differently. The implication is that firms 
innovate differently and industries innovate differently, making it hard to find one 
model that can describe the innovation process.  
The interactive model of innovation emphasises two forms of interaction for firms; 
the first form takes place within a firm or within a group of firms working closely 
together; the second takes place between firms and the science and technology 
system within which they are located. Freeman2 defines a national system of 
innovation as the network of institutions in the public and private sector whose 
activities and interactions initiate, import, modify and diffuse new technologies. The 
importance of this concept is that it places explicit emphasis on “intangible”3 
investments made in an effort to stimulate technology adaptation and advances by a 
diverse series of actors rather than solely depending on the efforts of the research and 
development community (Nauwelaers & Reid, 1995).  
At the regional or local level studies have underlined the importance of 
organisational factors, alongside the more traditional economic variables, in defining 
a technological and industrial development trajectory. Innovation is first and 
foremost a collective and social endeavour, a collaborative process in which the firm, 
especially the small firm, depends on the expertise of a wider social constituency 
than is often imagined (workforce, suppliers, customers, technical institutes, training 
bodies, etc.) (Philip Cooke & Kevin Morgan, 1994). The attention that has been 
given to the study of regional innovation systems is related to the idea that the 
interrelationships between agents in a regional economy have an impact on the 
competitiveness of individual firms and subsequently the region as a whole. The 
performance of the regional innovation system will depend much on the 
organisational capacities of these networks of relationships. 
The new theoretical understanding of the innovation process has had implication for 
the changes in innovation policy4. The shift from the linear model of innovation 
(formal, research-based knowledge, industrialisation of results of research, large 
firms, national innovation systems) to a bottom-up interactive model developed 
within a network perspective, opens up new possibilities for non R&D-intensive 
small and medium sized companies (SMEs) which have inadequate internal 
resources to rely heavily on R&D-work. Traditional small and medium-sized 
enterprises often lack the competence and resources needed to carry out their own 
research and development, they may also have problems in recognising their own 
needs in the innovation process, and further, they lack opportunities to partake in 
wide-reaching networks (Tödtling 1994). Innovation policy should therefore be 
directed to the need for a firm specific stimulation of searching and learning, and 
thereby raising the technological capacity of the firms.  
                                                 
2
 1987, as quoted in OECD, 1992, op.cit.,pg 80. 
3
 Intangible investment covers, in addition to investment on technology, expenditure on training, a 
range of business services, marketing, and the acquisition and exploration of software. 
4
 Parts taken from Arne Isaksen (eds) 1999. “SME policy and the regional dimension of innovation. 
The Norwegian report”. Smepol report no. 5.  
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Focusing on SMEs in innovation policy has also meant having a greater awareness of 
the importance of the UHJLRQDOOHYHO in innovation policy, resting on the notion of the 
importance of regional innovation systems where proximity facilitates collaboration 
and learning stimulates innovation activity. The idea is that the region forms an 
appropriate level for developing more strategic initiatives for technology support for 
local firms based on network principles. Chabbal (1995; 109) thus argues that 
“innovation policy is aimed primarily at SMEs. (...) An innovation policy for SMEs 
is above all a local policy: it is, therefore, essentially the domain of regional 
policies”. Similarly, Cooke (1995: 19) argues that “the region (is) the optimal level 
of industrial, governmental, and technological support, especially for small and 
medium-sized enterprises”. A key component of regional innovation policy is the 
infrastructure aimed at providing support and services. It is argued that non R&D-
intensive SMEs’ often need help from intermediary organisations to acquire 
technological knowledge from research institutes, pointing to the need for local 
organisations and a regional innovation policy (Hassink, 1996). 
The regional innovation policy in Norway corresponds with important elements in 
the policy in other countries. Generally, a central aim of regional innovation policies 
has been “to support regional endogenous potential by encouraging the diffusion of 
new technologies in general and the diffusion of new technologies from higher 
education institutes ... and public research establishments ... to small and medium-
sized enterprises in particular” (Hassink 1996: 167). 
The increased significance of policy tools initiated and accomplished by local and 
regional authorities, reflects a ‘rediscovery’ by researchers and policy makers of the 
region and its resources as being an important competitive advantage. Appropriate 
innovation policies based on lessons available in the 1990s also need to reflect the 
multiple needs of the demand side, i.e. that firms need more than technological 
competence to carry out innovation projects. 
The next section will introduce the reader to the region of Northern Norway. 
7KHUHJLRQDOFRQWH[W
The region of Northern Norway has for a long time been a target for massive public 
support. The political background for this is many fold, varying from traditional 
challenges of peripheral communities to a defence-political motivation to sustain the 
population in the northern areas bordering to Russia. The key issue at stake, 
however, has been the thin population base and a high degree of dependence on raw 
materials, in particular fish and the associated food processing industry (Remøe, 
1999).  
The Northern Norway share of the population was ca 10-11% in the late –80’s, but is 
slowly, albeit consistently being reduced through migration to the south. The region 
has about a similar share of the workforce, but a higher share of the population in the 
public sector. The relative size of the industrial work force was lower than the 
                                                 
5
 Parts taken from Svend Otto Remøe, 1999. “The new technology programme for Northern Norway”, 
in “Part 3. Policy analysis” of the Norwegian SMEPOL report. 
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Norwegian average and the gross regional product significantly lower (Arbo and 
Gulowsen 1992).  
The overall profile of the industrial structure is a raw-material based economy. The 
food-processing industry covers about 1/3 of the industrial firms in the region and 
about 40% of the industrial work force, a fact that lends it self to the region’s 
proximity to the vast harvesting area of the Norwegian and Barents seas and to fish-
processing firms along the long stretch of coast from Russia down to Mid-Norway. 
The raw-material based activities are dominating, serving the wider national and to 
some extent international economy with the raw materials for further industrial 
production: Norway is the tenth largest fishing nation in the world measured in 
quantity and the world’s second largest fish exporter. Norway has long traditions in 
the exploitation of ocean resources; fish products have for a long time been one of 
the country’s most important export products. Fish product exports have in recent 
years been worth over 20 billion Kroner annually, and fish products are Norway’s 
second largest export products (Dreyer, Bent 1998). Raw materials and intermediate 
products dominate fish exports, and competition is stiff. The national economic 
importance of this source of raw materials has resulted in close regulation of the 
industry through a variety of policy tools.  
The fish processing industry is considered to be low-tech  and ‘mature’; its 
technological fundaments are not based on internal R&D, but rather on testing and 
adaptation of new or existing technology. However, the fish processing industry also 
makes use of technologically advanced and R&D-based equipment brought in from 
outside the firm or industry. The industry often uses advanced technology in all 
stages of the production process and new technology and knowledge is constantly 
spreading within the industry. 
The high degree of resource dependency in the food processing industry paved the 
way for serious economic impacts, both directly as well as through externalities, 
when the supply of fish slumped in the mid- and late 80’s; this hit the area hard. It 
was reinforced by the emerging cutbacks of state budgets from 1988 and onwards.  
A returning feature of the region has been the low degree of innovation and 
entrepreneurship, a fact that should be seen in relation with the self-contained 
industrial activity that has dominated the region’s history and culture. Based on the 
studies by Arbo and Gulowsen (1992), Isaksen et al (1996) and others, the following 
can be seen as significant elements of barriers to innovation: 
A problematic combination of extreme advantages (raw material) with extreme 
disadvantages (weather, distance) has reproduced a one-sided activity. People’s 
choices have been few. 
The self-contained industrial culture is linked to the culture of abundance: No need, 
no innovation. 
The region’s geographical characteristics are a clear barrier to innovation, with a 
scattered population, vast distances and low degree of agglomeration. Proximity as a 
dimension of regional density is very low, leading to poor conditions for 
communication, creativity and spontaneous action. This is linked to the conditions 
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for collective action, and poor networks and poor social capital does not provide a 
compensation for lacking infrastructure and agglomeration. 
The firms themselves are small and with lacking human and financial resources, 
there are great difficulties in building technological capacities on the firm level.  
To complete the picture, it should be mentioned that the overall level of welfare and 
employment has been secured though a high level of state activity. The degree of 
public employment is high, and various initiatives in the region are not regional in 
nature, but decentralised state activities. The NT-programme is but an example of 
this. Thus it might be relevant to say that the regional context has improved in the 
sense that an overall economic welfare is in place, that there has been a growth in 
knowledge institutions and a growing modernisation of physical infrastructure. What 
is still lacking, is the economic capacity of the firms themselves. 
)LJXUH&KDUDFWHULVWLFVRI1RUWKHUQ1RUZD\
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7KHILVKSURFHVVLQJLQGXVWU\LQ1RUWKHUQ1RUZD\
Northern Norway has only one large industrial sector; fish processing. The industry 
is heterogeneous; the heterogeneity is linked to different processing techniques; 
varying degrees of trimming as well as different preservation techniques. Products 
fall into the following categories; fresh fish, frozen, salted, and dried (i.e. stockfish 
and clipfish), canned products and processed products. The aim here is to sketch 
innovation activities in the industry as a whole, not to understand the dynamics 
within each sub-group.  
Both the supply side and the demand side of the fish processing industry are 
unpredictable and complex. On the supply side the industry is based on natural, 
renewable resources, so that supply of raw materials varies according to the season 
as well as from year to year. Supply of raw materials is determined by factors beyond 
any control, such as climatic and ecological conditions. State-regulated quotas are 
determined by stock levels and are set on an annual basis. It is hard to find any kind 
of established pattern to the quotas or to make any prediction for years to come 
(Dreyer, Bent 1998). Russian cod deliveries have supplemented the Norwegian fleet 
and eased the situation. However the section of the industry that depends on Russian 
deliveries has no guarantee that these will continue indefinitely. 
In addition to uncertainties surrounding raw materials, there are also substantial 
variations in demand for final products. These fluctuations have led to repeated crises 
within the industry and demand flexible responses from firms. Suggested strategies 
for the industry have focused on greater degree of processing as well as more 
market-oriented product development. Thus strategies include; changing product 
ranges, developing new markets and market channels, greater degree of processing, 
making greater use of new information technology, seeking out more information 
and processing greater amounts of information, focusing more on product security 
and quality and on more formal qualifications at all levels in the firm (Välitalo, 
Ingilæ and Edvardsen, 1997). 
The overall position of the industry means that firms are forced to be innovative, 
either by updating production equipment or developing new products. Knowledge 
about factors that encourage or obstruct the development and spread of new 
technology is therefore of great importance for survival in a competitive world 
market. In order for change and adaptation to take place, it is necessary for firms to 
have both the will and the ability to innovate.  

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,QQRYDWLRQLQWKHILVKSURFHVVLQJLQGXVWU\–IRFXVRQ1RUWKHUQ
1RUZD\
This chapter presents both product and process innovation activities of firms in the 
fish processing industry. The aim is also to try and explain the pattern of firm’s 
innovation activity in light of their daily reality. The chapter also presents data on 
how firms innovate, and on what they perceive to be obstacles to this process. Firms’ 
external relations are also important for innovation, and we will present the most 
important ones. Finally the chapter will sum up the most important findings, and 
comment on the innovation system for the fish processing industry in Northern 
Norway. 
Our findings are based mainly on data from the Community Innovation Survey 
(CIS2) carried out in Norway in 1997, and concentrates on the fish processing6 
industry in Northern Norway (Nordland, Troms and Finnmark). The CIS2 collected 
data on 54 firms in the fish processing industry in the three counties Nordland (25), 
Troms (19) and Finnmark (10). The CIS2 did not include any firms with fewer than 
10 employees. The largest share of firms in our population has between 20 and 100 
employees (56%) (33% have between 10 and 20 employees, whilst 11% has more 
than 100 employees). 
In addition, interviews have been carried out with managers from a selection of firms 
from different segments of the fish processing industry. Interviews have also been 
carried out with regional researchers and experts, as well as with a representative for 
the NT programme. 
,QQRYDWLRQDFWLYLW\DQGPRGHVRILQQRYDWLRQ
The table below shows the share of innovative firms in fish processing for Northern 
Norway and for the rest Norway.  
7DEOH6KDUHRIILUPVWKDWUHSRUWKDYLQJLQQRYDWLRQDFWLYLW\LQWKHSHULRGRI
:HLJKWHGVKDUHV6RXUFH&RPPXQLW\,QQRYDWLRQ6XUYH\
Employees Fish processing industry in Northern 
Norway (n=54) 
Fish processing industry in rest of 
Norway (n=67) 
Employees Yes No N Yes No N 
10-49 24% 76% 35 39% 61% 43 
50-99 23% 77% 13 75% 25% 16 
100+ 83% 11% 6 50% 50% 8 
Total 27% 73% 100% 46% 54% 100% 
N 16 38 54 33 34 67 
 
                                                 
6
 We have defined fish processing to be NACE code 1520. 
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Almost 30% of the fish processing firms in Northern Norway reported innovation 
activity7 in the period 1995-1997. For the fish processing industry in other parts of 
Norway the share of innovative firms is significantly higher, at 46%. Innovation 
activity differs between size groups; in Northern Norway firms with more than 100 
employees have a much greater share of innovative firms than smaller size groups. 
This is not the case for the rest of the country, where the most innovate size group of 
firms is 50-99 employees.  
Our data show that the fish processing firms in Northern Norway seem to be slightly 
more involved in process innovations than in product innovations, which is also true 
for the industry at a national level.  
7DEOH(VWLPDWLRQRIWXUQRYHULQGXHWRWHFKQRORJLFDOO\QHZRULPSURYHG
SURGXFWV:HLJKWHGVKDUHV6RXUFH&RPPXQLW\,QQRYDWLRQ6XUYH\
 Average turnover Fish processing industry in 
Northern Norway (n=16) 
Average turnover 
Fish processing industry rest of 
Norway (n=33) 
Average turnover 
New products 7% 16% 
Improved products 5% 9% 
Unchanged 
products 
88% 75% 
 
The greatest share of sales was accounted for by products that were unaltered (88%), 
indicating a low degree of product innovation in the industry. This is true also for the 
fish processing industry in the rest of Norway, although this share is lower than for 
the northern regions at 75%. The largest part of the industry is mainly characterised 
by selling standardised products to well known and established customers, here lie 
however a potential for the industry. 
A recent study found that most firms in the fish processing industry continuously 
work to increase the efficiency of existing production and that firms are less actively 
involved in aspects of product development that are new to the firm or new to the 
market (Hansen, Kåre 1998). These findings do correspond to our findings from 
CIS2. There are however differences between firms that handle different types of fish 
and thereby use different kinds of technology to process this fish (or prawns). A 
striking result is that a very low share of firms that use conventional technology had 
carried out more advanced product development activities. As many as 66% of these 
firms were located in Northern Norway (Nordland, Troms and Finnmark), indicating 
regional differences in the fish type and the technology used.  
                                                 
7
 A firm is innovative if it has had either of the three activities in the time period;  
1. Introduction of any technologically new or improved products.  
2. Introduction of any technologically new or improved processes. 
3. Had unsuccessful or uncompleted projects to develop or introduce technologically new or 
improved products or processes. 
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When considering product innovations, the main issue for firms is how far down the 
processing path to go. The greater the degree of processing, the greater the need to 
meet market demands, which again reduces firms’ flexibility to make rapid 
alterations to production to suit conditions of price and demand. Processed fish 
products have to meet regional requirements; food habits are highly traditional and 
are embedded in local conventions. Further processing of fish products to meet 
regional requirements would lead to greater product innovation within the industry. 
We do find examples of changes to product development in the region. For example 
in Finnmark the greatest share of firms produce filleted fish. A large share of 
production is now aimed at specialised products, which produces significantly 
greater returns than frozen fish. The driving force for this change has come from 
firms with previous market contact (Iversen, Audun 1999). 
Market contact can be an important source for initiating product innovations. Market 
contact is of course important for firms’ economic activity, but it also stimulates 
firms’ internal competence building as well as their own demand for external 
assistance to build up competence (Onsager & Eikeland 1992). One of the main 
challenges for producers in the fishing industry is to combine the knowledge about 
consumer demands and their unique knowledge about food production. Being able to 
combine these knowledge bases will make the fish processing industry particularly 
well suited to product development in the food industry (Hanssen, Berit 1999). The 
industry should come closer to the market in order to receive important signals that 
can direct future product development. A study of the fish industry in the county of 
Nordland found that proximity to its most important clients is important for product 
innovations (Rotefoss, Beate 1997). The potential lies in production of products that 
are inexpensive and of high enough quality for a demanding food market.  
As the above illustrates, product development in the fish processing industry is 
complex, requiring knowledge about products, processes and markets. In addition, 
knowledge about project organisation and completion is required for effective 
management of product development processes (Hansen, Kåre 1998). 
The largest share of innovative firms did engage in process innovation. It is widely 
recognised that the majority of innovations in the industry are technological in 
nature. Interviews with firms showed that these innovations to a large degree were 
linked to adjustment of imported technology. The main suppliers and partners of 
choice for co-operation in technologically oriented activities are equipment suppliers, 
which are largely foreign (especially German and Danish suppliers, but also some 
Icelandic and Canadian suppliers). A small number of actors seem to have dominated 
the market for a long time, offering flexible machinery of long-lasting high quality. 
Foreign suppliers of machinery are well established in the market, making it hard for 
Norwegian suppliers to compete. In relation to acquisition of new machinery, firms 
(or suppliers of machinery) often engage consultants and R&D personnel to adjust 
machinery to the firms’ specific needs. These actors can be Norwegian as well as 
foreign. The technological innovation in the industry is incremental with a high 
degree of adaptation of equipment and machines, and with a high degree of learning 
by using, interacting and doing. 
Interviews, however, reveal that firms also had taken part in R&D projects where 
development of new technology linked to the production process was carried out. 
Examples of process innovation included implementation of new filleting-
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technology, new freezing technology – which also gave higher returns on filleting – 
as well as new prawn storage techniques (salt water instead of freezing).  
Firms that report process innovations say that it had a positive effect on production 
capacity, on working milieu or the environment and on operating costs. The same 
pattern is found for fish processing industry in Norway as a whole. 
The Community Innovation Survey for 1997 also asked the firms to report on costs 
related to innovation activity. This would give an idea of how firms in the fish 
processing industry innovate. 
7DEOH,QQRYDWLRQDFWLYLW\LQWKHILVKSURFHVVLQJLQGXVWU\LQ1RUWKHUQ1RUZD\DQG
WKHUHVWRI1RUZD\1 6RXUFH&RPPXQLW\,QQRYDWLRQ6XUYH\
,QQRYDWLRQDFWLYLWLHV Firms engaged 
in the activity; 
Northern 
Norway 
N=16 
Total costs in % 
by activity in 
1997 
Firms engaged 
in the activity ; 
rest of Norway 
N=33 
Total costs in % 
by activity in 
1997 
Intramural R&D 7 17 8 6 
Extramural R&D 3 2 5 1 
Acquisition of machines and 
equipment linked to product and 
process innovation 
10 70 19 78 
Acquisition of other external 
technology linked to product and 
process innovation 
2 2 5 7 
Industrial design, or production 
preparations for technologically 
new or improved products 
2 3 3 0 
Training in relation to 
technological innovation 
6 2 11 3 
Market introduction of 
technological innovations 
3 4 4 4 
 - 100 - 100 
 
The innovation activity engaged in by the greatest number of fish processing firms 
was ‘purchase of machines and equipment for innovation’. As much as 70% of total 
innovation costs was associated with this activity, suggesting that much 
developmental effort was put in adjusting new machines and techniques to their own 
use. This is also found for the fish processing industry in the rest of the country. 
These findings agree with our previous findings, which showed that firms are mostly 
engaged in process innovations, the greatest positive effect being on production 
capacity.  
The second largest cost component was internal R&D which accounted for 17% of 
total costs. Close to half of the firms with innovation activity engaged in internal 
R&D. As mentioned above, much R&D activity can be linked to acquisition of 
machinery, very few firms also engage in R&D projects in response to needs or ideas 
that cannot be taken care of by existing technology. Interviews with company 
managers gave the impression that those internal R&D projects that firms engage in, 
were initiated by public programmes and by contact (both formal and informal) with 
regional R&D milieus. Interviews with managers suggest that the most successful 
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R&D projects are those where the ideas have sprung out from the firms themselves 
but where the firm is supported by external partners where relevant. When asked 
about R&D personnel within the enterprise in 1997, almost 60% of the firms 
reported having such personnel, albeit on a small scale (5 firms reported one man-
year or more). Only 2 firms were continuously engaged in R&D activity, and 8 firms 
were occasionally engaged (out of a total of 16). In general, internal R&D activity 
seems not to be an ongoing or continuous process for firms, but is treated as a way in 
which to solve problems as and when required.  
Only 3 firms were engaged in market introduction of technological innovation. These 
results may indicate the low share of technological innovations actually introduced to 
the market. Firms have hardly any costs associated with buying external R&D (1.7% 
of total innovation costs), or in the purchase of external technology for innovation 
(2% of total innovation costs). This might indicate that firms make little use of 
external relations in the innovation process other than suppliers of equipment of 
machinery. 
Even though little money is used on it (1.9% of total innovation costs), more than 
half the firms engaged in competence building in relation to innovation. There has 
been a remarkable development in the fish processing industry during recent years. 
As one manager put it, “ [w]hen I started my business I used to have 40 ladies 
peeling prawns, today I have 3 persons controlling the machines that carry out the 
work. Technological developments in recent years have made great changes to the 
industry”. Previous workers in the industry have largely transferred to operating 
machines, while constant development and use of information technology in different 
processes have made it necessary for firms to engage in internal training of 
employees. Raising competence levels of the workforce is essential if equipment is to 
be used to its full potential. The industry is dependent on a natural, renewable source 
of raw material, the supply of which varies seasonally as well as from year to year. 
This means that the workforce has to be able to adapt to process different volumes 
and different products at different times. The cost of adapting production, the speed 
of that adaptation, and any loss of productivity will depend on the abilities of the 
workforce (Dreyer, Bent 1998). 
The fish industry is considered to be an industry with low levels of formal education, 
however formal education and training skills tend to become obsolete at a faster rate 
in times of rapid technological change (Lee and Has, 1995). There must exist a 
unique informal competence within the firms in this industry since they are able to 
survive under such difficult conditions. 
Access to capital is important for firms to appropriate flexible and advanced 
technologies. Many of the firms that carried out innovation did receive government 
support to finance their innovation activity.  
In Northern Norway 52% of firms that engaged in innovation received innovation 
support, a significantly higher share than for the fish processing industry in the rest 
of the country. This must be understood in relation to the vast array of public 
institutions and programmes giving loans, regional development grants, investment 
grants, and other types of support for business development. The main actors are the 
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various county councils and SND8. Much of the company level support comes from 
regional policy funds.  
There is also a market for private investors willing to provide risk-willing capital for 
this industry (i.e. Nordnorsk Vekst). However, investors in the fish industry report 
cultural differences between the regions. Fish industry firms in the western parts of 
Norway have a much greater demand for private capital than firms further North. 
Northern firms seem to be more sceptical to investors. Besides providing risk willing 
capital, investors are often perceived as providing ‘competent capital’. A survey 
carried out among firms in the Oslo region showed that investors contributed to 
management, as well as to internationalisation of projects or other activities (Aslesen, 
1997). They are also able to provide advice on economic and organisational 
development matters, knowledge that would be extremely useful for this industry.  
The Community Innovation Survey also gathered information on information sources 
firms perceived as most important for innovation. The figure below shows the 
results. 
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The most important information sources for innovation for the fish processing 
industry in Northern Norway, are sources within the enterprise. The human capital 
and skill that exists in the firms is of great importance for innovation. The second 
most important source of information for innovation is customers. This is to a low 
degree reflected in firms’ sales of new products, since 88% of sales consists of 
unchanged products. Firms also emphasise the importance of information from 
within the enterprise or other enterprises within the enterprise group (11 of the 16  
                                                 
8
 The Norwegian Industrial and Development Fund (SND). 
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innovative firms are part of an enterprise group). Suppliers of equipment, materials 
etc. are also important as source of innovation. As earlier noted firms’ innovation 
activity is to a large degree linked to process innovations, with strong links and co-
operation with suppliers of machinery. 
None of the firms perceive universities or higher education institutions or 
government or private non-profit research institutes as very important information 
sources for innovation, but some do find them relatively important for that purpose 
(57% and 38% respectively), even though there are several institutions that could be 
of relevance to the industry. These findings suggest that firms have proven little use 
of regional knowledge suppliers, firms report to use little money on R&D activity 
and few firms continuously engage in innovation projects. There may be many 
reasons for this. One explanation may be that the industry has a small administrative 
staff that can carry out R&D projects, and the share of employees with university and 
college education is very low. This leads to a low ability to participate, as well as a 
lack of a common professional platform (Iversen, Audun 1999). This leads to 
differences in language, norms, culture and understanding of problems between firms 
and the scientific community. This is confirmed in interviews with company 
managers. Other important aspects include different perceptions of time scales, 
issues of cost, understanding of direct relevance, as well as the fear that scientific 
milieus might not be secure enough and that news might reach competitors. There 
are however examples of successful research projects. Firms that took part in these 
have often broken through an important barrier and find it easier to make contact 
with research milieus at a later date.  
Links and co-operation with other firms may also have a positive effect on firms’ 
abilities to learn. Half the firms that engaged in innovation did engage in co-
operation for innovation. The co-operation partners were mainly located in Norway 
or in the European Union. The co-operation partners most cited were other 
enterprises within the group (5 in Norway, 2 in EU, 1 in USA) and suppliers of 
equipment (3 in Norway and 3 in the EU). Some firms also reported co-operation 
with universities or higher education institutions in Norway (3 out of 8), and with 
research institutes (2). There are a fair number of research milieus in Northern 
Norway that are relevant to the industry, so that the low degree of co-operation 
cannot be explained by a lack of relevant milieus.  
A study of the fish processing industry in Norway (Hansen, Kåre 1992) has looked at 
which agents firms perceive as most important for the spread of new technology to 
the firm. The firms perceived suppliers as the most important (97.5% very important 
and important), ‘other firms’ (95.1% very important and important), branch 
organisations (80.4% very important and important), and then research institutions 
(75.6% very important and important). The study also looked at the effect these 
actors have on firms ability to adapt new technology. The results were that only 
research institutions could explain variations in firm’s ability to adapt new 
technology. These findings do suggest that links should be enforced between firms 
and parts of the scientific infrastructure, since these links are positive to firms’ 
acquisition of new technology. 
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)DFWRUVDIIHFWLQJDQGUHVWULFWLQJLQQRYDWLRQ
During the last 10 years the total number of employees in this industry has decreased 
drastically, especially in the northern parts of Norway. In part this is due to a lower 
degree of differentiation in production here than for the industry further south in 
Norway (Dietrichs, 1994). There has been great political will to help the industry 
through difficult periods as the fishing industry is important to maintain Norwegian 
settlement patterns in the North. The industry itself faces problems of migration, as 
young people (particularly women) are moving away to seek education and more 
interesting employment. Few ever return. These developments are contrary industry 
needs and to the maintenance of populations in the districts. In response to this 
situation, the fish processing industry must offer young people more interesting 
employment opportunities in order to make the districts an attractive place to live. 
Herein lie a number of development challenges for existing industry. 
Firms were asked to report which factors were important for innovation activity. This 
gives an indication of the challenges this industry faces.  
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Firms in this study emphasise the importance of reducing labour costs, with 91% of 
the firms saying this is relatively or very important. This explains firms‘ large 
emphasis on process innovations. Wages are the largest single cost component after 
raw materials (Dreyer, Bent 1998). Fluctuating supplies of raw materials make 
income levels uncertain, a factor which results in a greater tendency to lay off 
workers in this industry than in any other Norwegian industry. The fish industry is 
frequently criticised for laying off workers often and at short notice. Industries that 
provide relatively insecure employment opportunities could be expected to have 
trouble with recruitment. A survey of innovative fishing communities shows that the 
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population of Norwegian fishing communities are not particularly interested in 
working for the industry as long as they have alternative options (Mariussen, Åge 
1999). The ‘ideal’ community to provide a workforce for the fishing industry has low 
education levels – thus reducing the workforces’ opportunities on the national labour 
market – combined with local identities linked to fishing and the fish industry. 
Improving production flexibility is also perceived as one of the most important 
reason for engaging in innovation activity among firms in the fish processing 
industry, with close to 83% of firms perceiving this as relatively important or very 
important. There is great uncertainty surrounding profit margins for the different 
products that can be made from this raw material. Raw materials vary on a seasonal 
basis in terms of both quality and quantity, which in turn affects production patterns 
in the industry. The table below shows how one firm makes use of different types of 
fish during different periods of the season in order to have a supply of raw materials 
all year long. In addition to these categories the firm carried out fish farming of trout 
and salmon which was available all year round. The production process therefore had 
to be adjusted to the different raw material on one hand, and to differences in market 
demand on the other. 
7DEOH6HDVRQDOSDWWHUQVIRUPDLQVXSSOLHVRIUDZPDWHULDOV
Month/ 
Fish 
January April July October December 
Cod -----------------                                             --------------- 
Wolf-fish                            ----------- 
Coalfish                                        ---------------- 
Herring ----                                             ---------------------------- 
 
Another example is provided by the Northern Norwegian producers of salted fish, 
who have established fairly substantial production plants so that they can vary 
production and dry salt cod for the dry cod (clip fish) market when market conditions 
make this the most attractive option (Ottesen, Geir Grundvåg 1998). Investigations 
show that it is not only basic production that varies from year to year, but that 
production of all the firms’ goods also varies from year to year (Dreyer, Bent 1998). 
Extending product range and improving product quality are therefore important 
factors for firms to be able to have resource mobility and thereby product flexibility. 
There is much to suggest that those firms that succeed are those with certain 
competencies; competencies which enable the firm to exploit uncertain supplies of 
raw materials and turbulent market conditions by rapidly changing the range of 
products. In other words, there is a strong connection between supply of raw 
materials, product range and market conditions. There is also a connection between 
degrees of production flexibility and the production processes/equipment available 
within the firm. If we consider the degree to which firms prioritise flexible 
production through investment, we find that firms that survive tend to invest more in 
production equipment than firms that go bankrupt (Dreyer, Bent 1998). 
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Extending product range and improving product quality is also an important 
incentive for firms to engage in innovation. In terms of product quality, firms face 
strict regulation through EU directives. 
Entering new markets and extending market share is also perceived as an important 
factor for innovation (close to 72% of the firms perceive this as relatively important 
or very important). It is often said that the fish processing industry is too production 
oriented, that few new products are developed and that there is a lack of brand 
names. Retail outlets for fish and seafood have declined drastically in recent times; in 
1965 there were 2 500 fishmongers in Norway, while in 1995 there were 380 
(Hanssen, Berit 1999). Consumption of fresh fish fell in Norway in the period 1965-
1995, due in part to the fact that preparing fish is time-consuming, but also due to the 
fact that the supermarket chains tend not to offer fresh fish for sale. Consumer 
reports do however show that attitudes to fish are generally positive and that many 
consumers would prefer fresh fish to frozen (Hanssen, Berit 1999), this shows that 
there lie a great potential in product development in the industry. The industry has 
not managed to organise into a powerful lobby (as the meat industry has through 
Gilde and Prior). The challenge lies in convincing consumers to buy the fish 
industry’s products. This depends on the industry gaining access to the supermarket 
chains, which in turn depends on long-term co-operation between suppliers and the 
supermarkets. It is widely held that firms have to be market oriented, and that the 
customer is the most important factor in the firms’ environment. (Ottessen, Geir 
Grundvåg 1998). For company managers, it is important to understand how the 
market works so that the right products can be aimed at the right markets at the right 
time. However, there are great obstacles for the fish processing industry, the 
following quote underlines this (Ottessen, Geir Grundvåg 1998); 
 “The first thing is that the market has two directions. If we had unlimited 
supply of raw materials well then it would be easy to define the market 
further. But everything is so unpredictable, the Lord gives us storms in the 
mildest seasons, so our market orientation is adaptable. It’s just as important 
to watch the sea as it is to follow developments on land” (Manager, 
production company, salt cod and salmon). 
We were interested in which factors firms perceived as restrictive in their innovation 
process. Most firms mentioned ‘organisational rigidities’ as the most important factor 
restricting the innovation process. The changes is supply and the shifts in demand are 
often unpredictable and complex, and result in great organisational uncertainty 
(Välitalo and Edvardsen 1997). The organisations must be able to respond well to 
turbulent conditions, and the better a firm’s internal diversity meets the challenges of 
the environmental complexity, the more successful the firm is considered. The 
organisations inability to meet these challenges can affect firms’ ability to innovate. 
Excessive perceived economic risks are also mentioned as important factors 
hampering innovation in the industry. As mentioned earlier the industry is faced with 
many elements of uncertainty. Entering an innovation process simply adds to this list 
of uncertainties and is thus a disincentive. One strategy is to wait until other firms 
have implemented and adapted e.g., new machinery to an industries needs, and then 
buy. One manager said: “I’m happy to come second place when it comes to process 
innovations; the innovation process is too long, complex and expensive. It’s often 
best to wait and see what your competitors do”. 
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Lack of technical information is also mentioned by innovative firms. Interviews 
show that firms make use of relatively large numbers of information sources in their 
search for information. These include keeping track of projects taking place in 
research milieus, reading published reports, taking part in relevant trade 
organisations, or by keeping a close eye on what related firms are doing. Constantly 
surveying numerous sources of information requires a lot of time and energy, few 
firms have the resources needed to be fully informed. 
The next section will sum up our findings on innovation in the fish processing 
industry. 
7KHLQQRYDWLRQV\VWHPRIWKHILVKSURFHVVLQJLQGXVWU\LQ1RUWKHUQ
1RUZD\
Our findings suggest that almost one third of the fish processing industry in Northern 
Norway engages in innovation activity. Innovation activity is very costly and risky, 
and since the industry already is challenges by a great deal of uncertainty, large scale 
innovation projects are often postponed. Information flows easily in the industry, this 
reduces the incentive for firms to engage in costly innovation projects, often making 
them inclined to adopt a ‘wait and see’ attitude, preferring to wait until competitors 
have implemented new technologies which allows them to appropriate technological 
solutions much more cheaply. The largest share of firms were engaged in process 
innovations. Innovations in the fish processing industry are mainly incremental as 
opposed to radical. Innovation in the industry requires knowledge about both 
product, processes and the market. It is thus a complex activity, and the firms must 
relate to a variety of unpredictable factors such as access to raw materials and market 
demand. Our findings show that there are high levels of purchase and probably 
adaptation of machines into the fish processing industry, and one can expect that 
internal R&D is largely used to adjust machines and equipment to firms’ needs. 
Apart from suppliers of machines and equipment, firms seems to have little external 
contact in their innovation activity. Little use of external R&D is registered, and 
there are few purchases of external technology linked to innovation (such as products 
or licenses). The high share of firms engaged in internal competence building 
indicates a turbulent industry undergoing constant development and change, 
adjusting to fluctuations in the raw material situation and to market demands and 
needs. Public support might be an important motivation or enabling factor for firms 
to engage in innovation activity. A large share of innovative firms received 
government support for innovation activity. 
The most important information sources for innovation are customers, and sources 
within the firms. It seems that firms that are part of a larger company receive 
valuable input into the innovation process from other parts of the company, also as 
partners for innovation co-operation. Suppliers of equipment and materials used in 
the processing of fish are also important sources for information for innovation, they 
are also the most cited co-operation partners. Half the firms in the study did engage 
in co-operation for innovation, and mainly Norwegian partners were chosen. 
Universities and higher education institutions and research institutes are not 
perceived as an important source of information for innovation, however some firms 
do engage in innovation co-operation with such institutions. Interviews with 
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managers revealed that a number of firms had been in contact with these milieus, 
both formally and informally. Contact was often initiated by public programs or 
public initiatives. Managers also reported many obstacles in co-operating with the 
scientific infrastructure, often linked to cultural differences. However, studies show 
that they are important for spread of new technology to firms, and thereby have a 
positive effect on firms’ ability to adapt new technology. This suggest that co-
operation in some way should be enforced. 
Factors motivating innovations are closely linked to the production process and to 
adjustments in relation to the market. Important elements are the firms need to 
reduce costs, especially labour costs. Flexibility in the production process is one of 
the most important factors for survival in this industry. Firms need to be flexible in 
their product range, in relation to supply of raw materials, market demand and price. 
The industry is often criticised for not being strongly market oriented, but a large 
number of firms in the survey perceive entry into new markets or increasing market 
shares as beneficial to innovation within the firm. The need for flexibility provides a 
new incentive for innovation, so that innovation is both encouraged and hampered by 
the uncertain conditions surrounding the firm. Firms consider ‘organisational 
rigidities’ to be a factor which hampers innovative activity. A further hindrance is the 
high costs associated with innovation, and ‘excessive perceived economic risks’ is a 
final obstacle to innovation. 
The table below tries to sum up the innovation challenges we found by analysing the 
Community Innovation Survey for the fish processing industry in Northern Norway. 
We have also given some possible solutions to the innovation challenges.  
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7DEOH,QQRYDWLRQFKDOOHQJHVUHODWHGWRWKHILVKSURFHVVLQJLQGXVWU\LQ1RUWKHUQ
1RUZD\
$FWLYLW\ ,QQRYDWLRQFKDOOHQJHV 3RVVLEOHVROXWLRQV
• 3URGXFW • Unpredictable supply of raw 
material 
• Resource mobility (shift 
between different kinds of raw 
material) 
• Enter new niches i.e. 
aquaculture of new species, to 
be able to have supply of raw 
material all year round 
• 3URGXFW
GHYHORSPHQW
• Use of new raw material  
• Use of by-products 
• Use known material in new 
ways  
• Greater utilisation of fish 
• Product flexibility 
• Improve product quality 
• Internal R&D on product 
development 
• Be more open towards ideas 
sprung out from research 
milieus 
• Enter co-operation projects on 
product development with 
scientific milieus 
• Broaden product range 
• Efforts to direct links to food 
chains for new product ideas 
• 3URGXFWLRQ
SURFHVV
• Reduce production costs 
(labour and fish) 
• Improve the labour stock 
• Improve production process 
• Improve production flexibility 
(both on product mix and 
volume) 
• Improve organisational 
rigidities 
• Internal competence building 
is important to be able to have 
a flexible an efficient labour 
stock 
• Aim for stable workforce, 
which provides valuable 
experience-based knowledge  
• Reduce internal rigidities 
• Enter into R&D projects with 
relevant milieus on how to 
make more cost- and resource 
efficient machinery 
 
• 3URGXFWPDUNHW • Open up new markets or 
increase market shares (e.g., 
Norwegian food chains) 
• Increase market orientation 
• Develop own market channels 
• Improve distribution   
• Develop the market apparatus 
• Put pressure on supermarket 
chains to improve 
competencies on handling fish 
as raw material 
• Create a powerful lobby 
towards the market 
 
The table shows that some of the innovation challenges found in the industry could 
be reduced if some links between firms and other actors could be strengthened and 
improved. Co-operation between similar firms for the development of a stronger 
market apparatus, for example, would strengthen the industry’s bargaining power YLV
DYLV big market operators, and possibly open up new markets or increase market 
shares. Firms do enter into co-operation with other Norwegian firms, but these tend 
to be firms that are part of the same company. An obvious hindrance to co-operation 
with firms in the industry is that these are firms’ main competitors. However there 
are examples of competing firms co-operating on areas of common interest (e.g., in 
Båtsfjord). These firms are located in the same area and are thus more strongly 
embedded than other firms. There is a need for firms to be more market oriented, 
market orientation do also have a positive effect on firms innovation. Firms do value 
customer contact as important for innovation, this is not reflected in firms sales, 88% 
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of the sales in 1997 consisted of unchanged products. There is a constant need for 
innovation for firms to be able to survive.  
Another solution can be found by a larger degree of co-operation activity between 
firms and the scientific community. There are a number of universities, colleges and 
research milieus in the region carrying out relevant research activities. Interviews 
with company managers indicate substantial variation in firms’ familiarity with and 
knowledge about these milieus.  Some firms try to keep up-to-date whilst others lack 
any inclination to do so, an attitude that is often tied up with previous negative 
experiences. Firms’ attitudes to co-operation with these actors is often characterised 
by the view that ‘others’ understanding of the world have little relevance to their own 
understanding and experience. There are however also examples where such 
bottlenecks have been overcome and fruitful co-operation has been achieved. 
Company managers with positive experiences do not experience the same barriers in 
relation to establishing contact with research milieus. There is a great potential to be 
realised by developing contact with the scientific community in the region and 
elsewhere. 
The survey indicates that there is no operational regional innovation system for the 
fish processing industry in Northern Norway. The reason for this is that the most 
important innovation input comes from actors that are international or in rare cases 
national (customers and suppliers of equipment). Firms’ customers may be regional, 
but then most often act in the capacity of sales companies aimed at the EU (in 
particular) and other international markets, we see that the most important actors for 
the firm are located some distance away, a fact which company managers consider to 
be an obstacle to innovation.  
The public infrastructure encountered by firms is of course regionally embedded, and 
there are a number of initiatives and programmes aimed at the firms. Our material 
shows that a large number of firms received support from public funds for their 
innovative activity. Thus the regional level is also important, at least in terms of 
economic support. It should not be a primary aim to create any kind of regional 
innovation system, as the industry is oriented towards a international innovation 
systems. However our study suggests at the same time that there are regional links 
which can be improved.  
The next section will look closer into a public programme directed towards 
innovation in firms in Northern Norway that could help firms overcome their 
bottlenecks. 
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
,VWKH1HZ7HFKQRORJ\3URJUDPPH17DSROLF\PHDVXUHVXLWHG
IRUWKHILVKSURFHVVLQJLQGXVWU\"
The NT programme contains important elements in public support of innovation 
activity, particularly amongst SMEs in rural areas. Innovative activity is a process 
that demands active follow up on the part of the support structure. In particular, small 
firms often require advice and guidance during the course of a project. Support and 
advice may be needed that firms themselves do not recognise. Support needs can also 
vary during the course of innovation, and may be different from firm to firm. 
Consequently there is a need to develop a flexible apparatus and to tailor make 
support to meet individual needs. 
The NT Programme is regional in the sense that it covers a multi-county section of 
Norway which is considered to be challenged by the same, or similar set of 
problems. It is also regional in the sense that the programme is derived from strategic 
analysis of the region’s industrial outlook and prospects. The programme is in it’s 
third period, and is a non-traditional programme in the Norwegian context. The 
programme orientation of Norwegian technology and innovation policy consist 
usually of programmes of short or medium length orientation. The NT Programme 
started in 1987, and will be finalised in 2000.  
The key objective of the NT Programme is described in the strategic document 
within one statement; 
”The NT-programme shall create new activity in north Norwegian firms with 
the ability and commitment to innovate. This will be done through investing 
capital in the firms’ projects with great potential. The basis for the projects 
shall be economic profitability, market potential and the exploitation of 
competitive advantages”. 
The third period’s statement on this point is somewhat adapted, to allow for 
”investing capital, FRQWULEXWHZLWKFRPSHWHQFHDVZHOODVGHYHORSQHWZRUNVEHWZHHQ
ILUPVDQGEHWZHHQILUPVDQGNQRZOHGJHLQVWLWXWLRQV”. The very philosophy of the 
NT-programme gives much emphasis to the capacity and role of the programme 
staff. The NT-programme is not only a provider of financial resources, but of a 
variety of contributions. And the success of programme will be highly dependent 
upon the effectiveness of the staff, and the way of handling these contributions. 
The table below gives a presentation of the NT-programmes. 
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7DEOH.H\LQIRUPDWLRQRIWKH17SURJUDPPHVSROLF\LQVWUXPHQWV
 17
$LP Promote new innovative activities in companies  
7LPHSHULRG 1987-   
%XGJHW 3,1 mill ECU per year 
*HRJUDSKLFDOWDUJHWDUHD Northern Norway 
,QGXVWULDOWDUJHWDUHD Manufacturing and consulting 
0DLQWDUJHWJURXSRI
ILUP
Technology based firms, in practice often SMEs 
5HVSRQVLEOH The Norwegian Industrial and Regional Development Fund 
2SHUDWRU An independent secretariat in Tromsø 
)LQDQFLDOLQVWUXPHQWV Ca. 50% support for innovation projects  
2WKHULQVWUXPHQWV Technology advisory contracts 
:RUNLQJPHWKRG All round and long-term support of firms, proactive  
 
The programme gives financial support to product and process development as well 
as market development in Northern Norway. The programme helps to strengthen co-
operation between firms and R&D institutions, both in Northern Norway and outside 
this part of the country, as well as with other competence centres through a system of 
“technological advisory contracts”. 
The NT programme has three main types of policy instruments: 
1) The programme provides financial support for projects in Northern Norwegian 
firms, and is aimed at projects that can be profitable within three to five years. 
Support is mainly given to existing firms but new firms are also eligible. Yearly 
budget is 3.1 mill ECU. 
2) The NT programme also aims to strengthen co-operation between scientific 
communities and firms. Thus the NT programme has initiated a “sponsor grant” 
aimed at cases where one or more companies establish contact with a specialist 
researcher who has a well-established network within an area of significant strategic 
value to the firm(s). The researcher is charged with informing the firm(s) about 
innovations within an area and/or with solving concrete problems for the firm(s). 
3) The third area of activity aims to increase competence levels and to develop 
networks of co-operation between firms. The NT programme arranges trade 
gatherings and courses 1-2 times a year, in for example, project management, 
patents, product development, negotiating techniques and company accountancy. 
Further, the programme aims to establish ‘meeting rooms’ for mangers and to create 
networks for the exchange of ideas, experience and knowledge from innovation 
activities.  
The NT programme is well-suited to the perspectives of modern innovation theory. 
The programme addresses innovation as an interactive and market-led activity. It 
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emphasises strong guidance of projects within the framework of explicit business 
plans. The region has relatively fewer innovative firms than the country as a whole. 
This low level of innovative activity is not due primarily to unfavourable industry 
conditions, indicating a potential for increasing innovation activity.  
The next section will look closer into the different working methods and aims of the 
NT-programme, and see how they correspond to firms in the fish processing industry 
and their mode of innovation.   
7KH17SURJUDPPHDQGWKHQHHGVLQWKHILVKSURFHVVLQJLQGXVWU\
Below, the special features and working methods of the NT-programme is presented 
in three points. The aim is to see if there is correspondence between the programme 
and innovation performance and innovation barriers in the fish processing industry. 
7KHWDUJHWJURXS 
Does the NT-programmes ‘target’ group, fit with our view of the firms in the fish 
processing industry in Northern Norway? Do these firms have the characteristics that 
are needed to participate in the programme? 
The NT programme VHOHFWVWKH‡EHVW·1RUWKHUQ1RUZHJLDQILUPV, that is, firms 
oriented towards innovation and which have the financial and human resources 
necessary to carry out development projects. The firms should be technologically 
advanced and have products with significant market potential.  
We found that 30% of the fish processing firms did engage in innovation activity, 
there exist an innovative core of fish processing firms, the share being lower than for 
the fish processing industry in the rest of Norway. Since as much as 70% of the firms 
in our survey do not engage in innovation activity, many firms will fall out of the NT 
programmes ‘target group’ of firms, leaving a dual economy with a little hard core of 
innovators and a large group not being innovative. Firms in the fish processing 
industry have characteristics that in many ways could leave them outside the NT-
programmes target group of firms, especially when it comes to financial ability and 
human resources to carry out innovation. As we have commented on earlier, fish 
processing firms often have low financial flexibility to carry out innovation projects, 
and the share of administrative personnel that can participate in such projects is often 
low. The industry is often perceived as ‘low tech’, our findings suggest that this 
industry actually uses sophisticated technology and practises to enhance productivity 
and innovation, making the term ‘low tech’ to this industry irrelevant. There should 
be initiatives to reach out to this large group of firms. With the existing competence 
on the fish processing industry and innovation that exists in the NT secretariat, they 
can easily function as ‘gate openers’ for non-innovative firms.  
The NT-programme report many interesting innovation projects from the fish 
processing industry. However, they report that they need to have in mind the special 
characteristics of the industry when evaluating which projects they will follow up. 
The NT programme should for the fish processing industry also look towards the 
firms not being looked upon as ‘the best’, there are great potentials in the large share 
of firms perceived as ‘mature’ and ‘low tech’. 
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$OOURXQGVXSSRUW 
Innovative firms in the fish processing industry emphasised different obstacles in 
their innovation process. Firms see a great economic risk in carrying out innovation 
projects, and half the firms have received government support for their innovation 
activity. This suggests that financial support is an important enabling factor for 
innovation. The NT programme is first and foremost concerned to provide ILQDQFLDO
VXSSRUW to projects in Northern Norwegian firms. In this area the NT-programme 
does not have a function that is not taken care of by other parts of the public support 
system, as SND. However, firms also report other than economic factors to be 
hampering for innovation such as ‘organisational rigidities’ and lack of 
‘technological information’. These kinds of problems need another and more 
thorough approach to firm assistance. For a public programme to be able to help 
firms with problems linked to innovation, one must try to understand and elaborate 
firms limits and possibilities in the innovation project. This is both time consuming 
and demands great efforts in understanding the industry. The NT programme do offer 
such assistance, it SURYLGHVDQDOOURXQGVXSSRUW not available through other 
Norwegian technology development programs aimed at firms. This suggest that the 
programme might be able to help fish processing firms with aspects of their 
innovation process that they find problematic.  
For a public programme to be able to engage in firms` innovation projects, it must 
have a flexible apparatus that can adjust to different industries or firms particular 
needs. The reason being that firms often specialise within certain areas of 
competence and expertise, and thereby see different obstacles and solutions to 
innovation. Firms limited resources and knowledge bases might narrow firms focus 
and thereby limit firm’s ability to focus on vital elements of importance to the 
innovation process. For an innovation project to be successful, it must often be put in 
a broader context; i.e. firms must learn not to be to technologically oriented in their 
development projects, and take account of other aspects of a project. As the 
innovation data shows, firms are very technologically oriented; new machinery and 
processes is the focus of the innovation process, and the largest share of cost used on 
innovation activity is used on acquisitions of machines and equipment. This leads to 
the fact that many firms are less focused on the market side of the production chain. 
Many firms therefore need help to develop their understanding of their potential 
market, and maybe also to develop their market apparatus. The NT programme has 
such a role in firms innovation projects, and is valuable helping firms see beyond 
their narrow focus. This approach takes account of the fact that innovation involves 
other activities such as trial production, design, and market research. The NT 
programme recognises this multi-faceted complexity in innovation with an 
appropriately varied set of instruments and actions well suited to each individual 
innovation project. 
Non-technical support, such as assistance with project organisation, strategy-
development and market research was seen as the most valuable input given by the 
NT-programme (Isaksen et. al. 1996), and not new technological solutions or broader 
technological contacts. It seems that firms already know the relevant actors that can 
provide technical information for their particular problem. However, the workforce 
in the fish processing industry often consists of people with very similar backgrounds 
that have learned to look for solutions in certain ways, adding little new insight or 
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competence to the industry. There is also a problem for firms to attract leaders from 
outside to work in the industry. The NT-programme do little to attract people to work 
in the industry, but they do engage people with a broad range of backgrounds, and 
with other qualifications, to participate in the project group that is established for all 
NT-projects. The project group is one of the most valuable information sources that 
go into the project, and the focus of the project group is always what is best for the 
firm. Persons chosen to be in the project group often have a critical and different 
approach to firms problems, since they often come from other industries or 
organisations. They will often present own ideas and working methods to the firms 
which in many instances have given valuable new input into innovation projects, and 
which have often challenged established ways of thinking. The projects group gives 
the firms external contacts with relevant persons or milieus, which go into the firm’s 
broader network and adds to the firms information sources for innovation.  
The fishing industry in Northern Norway have several schemes where they can 
receive financial support. The NT-programmes role as an actor giving all-round 
innovation support for firms, helping firms to set their innovation project in a broader 
perspective and helping firms with basic training in i.e. project planning is crucial. In 
many ways it seems like this aspect of the NT-programme should be expanded to be 
able to give more firms this valuable input.  
(PSKDVLVRQWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIFRRSHUDWLRQ 
Half the innovative fish processing firms in Northern Norway did participate in some 
kind of co-operation. However, the largest share of firms did co-operate with firms in 
the same enterprise group (mainly Norwegian but foreign also mentioned). The 
second most important co-operation partner where suppliers of equipment (both 
Norwegian and foreign). Firms did also report having co-operation with the scientific 
community, however small share of firms report this. The results show that some 
innovative firms do engage in co-operation, but there seems to be a potential for a 
larger degree of co-operation both with the scientific community and with customers.  
Only a few firms did report having co-operation with customers, and parts of the fish 
processing industry seems to have little contact with markets outside Europe. There 
are great potentials in Asian and Eastern-European markets. Entering new markets 
would mean that firms would be less dependent on EU as a market. Firms could need 
help to enter these markets with new products. One possibility could be to enter in a 
co-operation with other firms wishing to approach the same markets.  
As mentioned earlier there exist a number of institutions in the region that might be 
relevant as information sources or collaboration partners to firms in their innovation 
process. We found many innovation challenges both on the product, process and 
market side for fish processing firms. For example on the product side we know that 
the largest problems in this industry is the uncertainty in supply of raw material. As 
mentioned, some firms engage in fish farming to be able to have fish all year around. 
Research on different species that can be able to survive in the northern climate is 
carried out on research institutes in the region (i.e. Akvaplan-Niva AS). Contact with 
relevant research milieus could offset new activity in the firms. Developing new 
products is often said to be an area neglected by parts of the industry. Developing 
new products from fish is one of the main research areas for the research institute 
Fiskerforskning in Tromsø. When considering firm’s innovation challenges (both on 
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the product and process side) there are several points where a better contact with 
research milieus and the firms can be seen as a solution to firms problems. As 
mentioned earlier firms see many obstacles in both approaching and co-operating 
with the scientific milieu, so even though the solution to many of the firms 
innovation obstacles lie there, making valuable contact is not free of problems. This 
is taken into account by the NT-programme which has initiated a system of 
“technological advisory contracts”, which links firms with the most central research 
institutions in Northern Norway. Technological advisory contracts can also be used 
in order to co-operate with centres elsewhere in Norway or abroad. The NT 
programme play an important role as a vigorous go-between linking research related 
activities with industrial development and industrialists.  
7KH17SURJUDPPHLQDEURDGHUFRQWH[W
From the point of view of firms the NT programme distinguishes itself from the 
Norwegian Industrial and Regional Development Fund (SND) in two areas in 
particular. Firstly NT is considered to provide a far greater degree of active follow-
up of projects, and is considered to display greater interest in projects than is usual 
for SND. A typical comment by Northern Norwegian firms is that the NT 
programme is considered a partner to the firm, and not simply a source of funds. 
Secondly the NT programme is considered by firms to have a fast and flexible 
application procedure, whilst SND is considered more bureaucratic. 
Differences in degree of follow-up and flexibility can in part be explained by 
different framework conditions for case handlers in NT and the local SND offices, as 
well as by different organisation and competency. The NT programme is aimed at a 
narrow target group of innovative firms, and each case handler is in charge of 15-20 
projects which are continuously followed-up (as well as dealing with technological 
advisory contracts, courses, meetings etc.). The SND offices deal with all kinds of 
firm, including more “marginal” ones, and manage various types of policy 
instruments. At the policy division in the county of Troms, for example, each case 
handler is responsible for between 100-120 firms and entrepreneurs at any one time. 
The heavy work load and available resources mean that a lot of time is spent simply 
processing applications, and less time is available to follow up firms. 
When compared with other company development and technology support 
programmes, NT stands out as more “all-round”. NT can cover all aspects of 
innovation processes and provides support on matters other than technology. Other 
programmes tend to concentrate on one stage in the innovation process, such as 
commercialisation of ideas from research centres, co-operation between firms and 
R&D institutions or co-operation with clients. An important point is that NT provides 
support for innovation (developing products and processes) SHUVH, and not simply 
for particular stages in innovation processes. 
The NT programme’s working methods are fairly unusual in an international 
perspective also. Various countries do have institutions which are responsible for 
long-term development of firms. What is unusual about the NT programme, 
however, is that it provides substantial support for development projects and that the 
support has both technological and have business dimensions. Compared to other 
public initiatives directed towards firms the NT-programmes working methods differ 
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from both the regional SND-offices and other programmes for technology 
development.  
The NT-secretariat is perceived as an important conversation partner and motivating 
force for firms in their projects, and thereby fills an important role in firm innovation 
activity, especially for small firms. The NT-programme therefore stands out to be 
more ‘all-round’ than other programmes. Other programmes are often concentrated 
towards different stages of the innovation process, not seeing the process as a whole. 
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R-05-1999 
+HLGL:LLJ$VOHVHQ7KRU(JLO%UDDGODQG$QGHUV(NHODQGDQG)LQQUVWDYLN 
3HUIRUPDQFHDQGFRRSHUDWLRQLQWKH2VORUHJLRQEXVLQHVVVHFWRU 
R-06-1999 
(ULF-,YHUVHQDQG$ULV.DORXGLV 
7KHFKDQJLQJUROHRISDWHQWVDQGSXEOLVKLQJLQEDVLFDQGDSSOLHGPRGHVRIRUJDQLVHGUHVHDUFK 
R-07-1999 
+HLGL:LLJ$VOHVHQ 
*RYHUQDQFHDQGWKHLQQRYDWLRQV\VWHPRIWKHILVKSURFHVVLQJLQGXVWU\LQ1RUWKHUQ1RUZD\ 
 
1998 
  
R-01-1998 
$UQH,VDNVHQ 
5HJLRQDOLVDWLRQDQGUHJLRQDOFOXVWHUVDVGHYHORSPHQWVWUDWHJLHVLQDJOREDOHFRQRP\ 
R-02-1998 
+HLGL:LLJDQG$UQH,VDNVHQ 
,QQRYDWLRQLQXOWUDSHULSKHUDOUHJLRQV7KHFDVHRI)LQQPDUNDQGUXUDODUHDVLQ1RUZD\ 
R-03-1998 
:LOOLDP/D]RQLFNDQG0DU\2¶6XOOLYDQ 
&RUSRUDWH*RYHUQDQFHDQGWKH,QQRYDWLYH(FRQRP\3ROLF\LPSOLFDWLRQV 
II 
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R-04-1998 
5DMQHHVK1DUXOD 
6WUDWHJLFWHFKQRORJ\DOOLDQFHVE\(XURSHDQILUPVVLQFHTXHVWLRQLQJLQWHJUDWLRQ" 
R-05-1998 
5DMQHHVK1DUXODDQG-RKQ+DJHGRRUQ 
,QQRYDWLRQWKURXJKVWUDWHJLFDOOLDQFHVPRYLQJWRZDUGVLQWHUQDWLRQDOSDUWQHUVKLSVDQGFRQWUDF
WXDODJUHHPHQWV 
R-06-1998 
6YHLQ2ODY1nVHWDO 
)RUPDOFRPSHWHQFLHVLQWKHLQQRYDWLRQV\VWHPVRIWKH1RUGLFFRXQWULHV$QDQDO\VLVEDVHGRQ
UHJLVWHUGDWD 
R-07-1998 
6YHQG2WWR5HP¡HRJ7KRU(JLO%UDDGODQG 
,QWHUQDVMRQDOWHUIDULQJVJUXQQODJIRUWHNQRORJLRJLQQRYDVMRQVSROLWLNNUHOHYDQWHLPSOLNDVMR
QHUIRU1RUJH 
R-08-1998 
6YHLQ2ODY1nV 
,QQRYDVMRQL1RUJH(QVWDWXVUDSSRUW 
R-09-1998 
)LQQUVWDYLN 
,QQRYDWLRQUHJLPHVDQGWUDMHFWRULHVLQJRRGVWUDQVSRUW 
R-10-1998 
+:LLJ$VOHVHQ7*U\WOL$,VDNVHQ%-RUGIDOG2/DQJHODQGRJ256SLOOLQJ 
6WUXNWXURJG\QDPLNNLNXQQVNDSVEDVHUWHQ ULQJHUL2VOR 
R-11-1998 
-RKDQ+DXNQHV
*UXQQIRUVNQLQJRJ¡NRQRPLVNYHNVW,NNHLQVWUXPHQWHOONXQQVNDS 
R-12-1998 
-RKDQ+DXNQHV
’\QDPLFLQQRYDWLRQV\VWHPV’RVHUYLFHVKDYHDUROHWRSOD\" 
R-13-1998 
-RKDQ+DXNQHV
6HUYLFHVLQ,QQRYDWLRQ–,QQRYDWLRQLQ6HUYLFHV 
R-14-1998 
(ULF,YHUVHQ.HLWK6PLWKDQG)LQQUVWDYLN 
,QIRUPDWLRQDQGFRPPXQLFDWLRQWHFKQRORJ\LQLQWHUQDWLRQDOSROLF\GLVFXVVLRQV 
R-15-1998 
-RKDQ+DXNQHV 
1RUZHJLDQ,QSXW2XWSXW&OXVWHUVDQG,QQRYDWLRQ3DWWHUQV 
  
1997 
01/97 
6YHLQ2ODY1nVDQG$UL/HSSmODKWL 
,QQRYDWLRQILUPSURILWDELOLW\DQGJURZWK 
02/97 
$UQH,VDNVHQDQG.HLWK6PLWK 
,QQRYDWLRQSROLFLHVIRU60(VLQ1RUZD\$QDO\WLFDOIUDPHZRUNDQGSROLF\RSWLRQV 
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03/97 
$UQH,VDNVHQ 
5HJLRQDOLQQRYDVMRQ(QQ\VWUDWHJLLWLOWDNVDUEHLGRJUHJLRQDOSROLWLNN 
04/97 
(UUNR$XWLR(VSHQ’LHWULFKV.DUO)KUHUDQG.HLWK6PLWK 
,QQRYDWLRQ$FWLYLWLHVLQ3XOS3DSHUDQG3DSHU3URGXFWVLQ(XURSH 
05/97 
5LQDOGR(YDQJHOLVWD7RUH6DQGYHQ*HRUJLR6LULOOLDQG.HLWK6PLWK 
,QQRYDWLRQ([SHQGLWXUHVLQ(XURSHDQ,QGXVWU\ 
 
1996 
01/96 
$UQH,VDNVHQPIO 
1\VNDSQLQJRJWHNQRORJLXWYLNOLQJL1RUG1RUJH(YDOXHULQJDY17SURJUDPPHW 
01/96 - NRUW 
$UQH,VDNVHQPIO 
1%.RUWYHUVMRQ 
1\VNDSQLQJRJWHNQRORJLXWYLNOLQJL1RUG1RUJH(YDOXHULQJDY17SURJUDPPHW 
02/96  
6YHLQ2ODY1nV 
+RZLQQRYDWLYHLV1RUZHJLDQLQGXVWU\"$QLQWHUQDWLRQDOFRPSDULVRQ 
03/96  
$UQH,VDNVHQ 
/RFDWLRQDQGLQQRYDWLRQ*HRJUDSKLFDOYDULDWLRQVLQLQQRYDWLYHDFWLYLW\LQ1RUZHJLDQPDQXIDF
WXULQJLQGXVWU\ 
04/96 
7RUH6DQGYHQ
7\SRORJLHVRILQQRYDWLRQLQVPDOODQGPHGLXPVL]HGHQWHUSULVHVLQ1RUZD\ 
05/96  
7RUH6DQGYHQ
,QQRYDWLRQRXWSXWVLQWKH1RUZHJLDQHFRQRP\+RZLQQRYDWLYHDUHVPDOOILUPVDQGPHGLXP
VL]HGHQWHUSULVHVLQ1RUZD\ 
06/96 
-RKDQ+DXNQHVDQG,DQ0LOHV 
6HUYLFHVLQ(XURSHDQ,QQRYDWLRQ6\VWHPV$UHYLHZRILVVXHV 
07/96  
-RKDQ+DXNQHV
,QQRYDWLRQLQWKH6HUYLFH(FRQRP\ 
08/96 
7HUMH1RUGRJ7URQG(LQDU3HGHUVHQ 
(QGULQJLWHOHNRPPXQLNDVMRQXWIRUGULQJHUIRU1RUJH 
09/96  
+HLGL:LLJ 
$QHPSLULFDOVWXG\RIWKHLQQRYDWLRQV\VWHPLQ)LQPDUN  
10/96 
7RUH6DQGYHQ
7HFKQRORJ\DFTXLVLWLRQE\60(¶VLQ1RUZD\ 
IV 
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11/96 
0HWWH&KULVWLDQVHQ.LP0¡OOHU-¡UJHQVHQDQG.HLWK6PLWK 
,QQRYDWLRQ3ROLFLHVIRU60(VLQ1RUZD\ 
12/96 
(YD1 VV.DUOVHQ.HLWK6PLWKDQG1LOV+HQULN6ROXP 
’HVLJQDQG,QQRYDWLRQLQ1RUZHJLDQ,QGXVWU\ 
13/96 
%M¡UQ7$VKHLPDQG$UQH,VDNVHQ 
/RFDWLRQDJJORPHUDWLRQDQGLQQRYDWLRQ7RZDUGVUHJLRQDOLQQRYDWLRQV\VWHPVLQ1RUZD\" 
14/96 
:LOOLDP/D]RQLFNDQG0DU\2¶6XOOLYDQ 
6XVWDLQHG(FRQRPLF’HYHORSPHQW 
15/96 
(ULF,YHUVHQRJ7URQG(LQDU3HGHUVHQ 
3RVWHQVVWLOOLQJLGHWJOREDOHLQIRUPDVMRQVDPIXQQHWHWHNVSORUDWLYWVWXGLXP 
16/96 
$UQH,VDNVHQ 
5HJLRQDO&OXVWHUVDQG&RPSHWLWLYHQHVVWKH1RUZHJLDQ&DVH 
 
1995 
01/95  
+HLGL:LLJDQG0LFKHOOH:RRG 
:KDWFRPSULVHVDUHJLRQDOLQQRYDWLRQV\VWHP"$QHPSLULFDOVWXG\ 
02/95  
(VSHQ’LHWULFKV 
$GRSWLQJDµKLJKWHFK¶SROLF\LQDµORZWHFK¶LQGXVWU\7KHFDVHRIDTXDFXOWXUH 
03/95  
%M¡UQ$VKHLP 
,QGXVWULDO’LVWULFWVDVµOHDUQLQJUHJLRQV¶$FRQGLWLRQIRUSURVSHULW\ 
04/95  
$UQH,VDNVHQ 
0RWHQUHJLRQDOLQQRYDVMRQVSROLWLNNIRU1RUJH 
  
1994 
01/94  
.HLWK6PLWK 
1HZGLUHFWLRQVLQUHVHDUFKDQGWHFKQRORJ\SROLF\,GHQWLI\LQJWKHNH\LVVXHV 
02/94  
6YHLQ2ODY1nVRJ9HPXQG5LLVHU 
)R8LQRUVNQ ULQJVOLY 
03/94  
(ULN65HLQHUW 
&RPSHWLWLYHQHVVDQGLWVSUHGHFHVVRUV–D\HDUFURVVQDWLRQDOSHUVSHFWLYH 
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V
04/94  
6YHLQ2ODY1nV7RUH6DQGYHQRJ.HLWK6PLWK 
,QQRYDVMRQRJQ\WHNQRORJLLQRUVNLQGXVWUL(QRYHUVLNW 
05/94 
$QGHUV(NHODQG 
)RUVNHUPRELOLWHWLQ ULQJVOLYHWL 
06/94  
+HLGL:LLJRJ$QGHUV(NHODQG 
1DWXUYLWHUQHVNRQWDNWPHGDQGUHVHNWRUHULVDPIXQQHW 
07/94  
6YHLQ2ODY1nV 
)RUVNQLQJVRJWHNQRORJLVDPDUEHLGLQRUVNLQGXVWUL 
08/94  
+HLGL:LLJRJ$QGHUV(NHODQG 
)RUVNHUPRELOLWHWLLQVWLWXWWVHNWRUHQL 
09/94  
-RKDQ+DXNQHV
0RGHOOLQJWKHPRELOLW\RIUHVHDUFKHUV 
10/94 
.HLWK6PLWK 
,QWHUDFWLRQVLQNQRZOHGJHV\VWHPV)RXQGDWLRQVSROLF\LPSOLFDWLRQVDQGHPSLULFDOPHWKRGV 
11/94 
(ULN65HLQHUW 
7MHQHVWHVHNWRUHQLGHW¡NRQRPLVNHKHOKHWVELOGHW 
12/94  
(ULN65HLQHUWDQG9HPXQG5LLVHU 
5HFHQWWUHQGVLQHFRQRPLFWKHRU\–LPSOLFDWLRQVIRUGHYHORSPHQWJHRJUDSK\ 
13/94  
-RKDQ+DXNQHV
7MHQHVWH\WHQGHQ ULQJHU–¡NRQRPLRJWHNQRORJL 
14/94  
-RKDQ+DXNQHV
7HNQRORJLSROLWLNNLGHWQRUVNHVWDWVEXGVMHWWHW 
15/94  
(ULN65HLQHUW 
$6FKXPSHWHULDQWKHRU\RIXQGHUGHYHORSPHQW–DFRQWUDGLFWLRQLQWHUPV" 
16/94  
7RUH6DQGYHQ
8QGHUVWDQGLQJ5	’SHUIRUPDQFH$QRWHRQDQHZ2(&’LQGLFDWRU 
17/94  
2ODY:LFNHQ 
1RUVNILVNHULWHNQRORJL–SROLWLVNHPnOLP¡WHPHGUHJLRQDOHNXOWXUHU 
18/94  
%M¡UQ$VKHLP 
5HJLRQDOHLQQRYDVMRQVV\VWHP7HNQRORJLSROLWLNNVRPUHJLRQDOSROLWLNN 
19/94  
(ULN65HLQHUW 
+YRUIRUHU¡NRQRPLVNYHNVWJHRJUDILVNXMHYQWIRUGHOW" 
VI 
STEP 
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20/94  
:LOOLDP/D]RQLFN 
&UHDWLQJDQGH[WUDFWLQJYDOXH&RUSRUDWHLQYHVWPHQWEHKDYLRXUDQGHFRQRPLFSHUIRUPDQFH 
21/94 
2ODY:LFNHQ 
(QWUHSUHQ¡UVNDSL0¡UHRJ5RPVGDO(WKLVWRULVNSHUVSHNWLY 
22/94  
(VSHQ’LHWULFKVRJ.HLWK6PLWK 
)LVNHULQ ULQJHQVWHNQRORJLRJGHQVUHJLRQDOHIRUDQNULQJ 
23/94 
:LOOLDP/D]RQLFNDQG0DU\2¶6XOOLYDQ 
6NLOOIRUPDWLRQLQZHDOWK\QDWLRQV2UJDQL]DWLRQDOHYROXWLRQDQGHFRQRPLFFRQVHTXHQFHV 



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1999 
A-01-1999 
-RKDQ+DXNQHV
NRQRPLVNDQDO\VHDYWMHQHVWHQ ULQJHU8WIRUGULQJHUWLOGDWDJUXQQODJHW 
A-02-1999 
6YHQG2WWR5HP¡H
5XVKLQJWR5(*,117KHHYROXWLRQRIDVHPLLQVWLWXWLRQDODSSURDFK 
A-03-1999 
6YHQG2WWR5HP¡H
7()7’LIIXVLQJWHFKQRORJ\IURPUHVHDUFKLQVWLWXWHVWR60(V 
A-04-1999 
)LQQUVWDYLN
7KHKLVWRULFDOHYROXWLRQRILQQRYDWLRQDQGWHFKQRORJ\SROLF\LQ1RUZD\ 
A-05-1999 
6YHLQ2ODY1nVRJ-RKDQ+DXNQHV
’HQGLJLWDOH¡NRQRPL)DJOLJHRJSROLWLVNHXWIRUGULQJHU 
A-06-1999 
7KRU(JLO%UDDGODQG$QGHUV(NHODQGRJ$QGUHDV:XOII
1RUVNH,7NRPSHWDQVHPLOM¡HU 
   
A-07-1999 
(ULF-,YHUVHQ  
$SDWHQWVKDUHDQGFLWDWLRQDQDO\VLVRINQRZOHGJHEDVHVDQGLQWHUDFWLRQVLQWKH1RUZHJLDQLQQR
YDWLRQV\VWHP 
   
A-08-1999 
7KRU(JLO%UDDGODQG  
.QRZOHGJHLQIUDVWUXFWXUHLQWKH1RUZHJLDQSXOSDQGSDSHULQGXVWU\ 
   
A-09-1999 
$QGHUV(NHODQGRJ7KRU(JLO%UDDGODQG  
6WDWHQRJ,7NRPSHWDQVHQ2IIHUHOOHUDNWLYLVW" 
 
1998 
A-01-1998 
)LQQUVWDYLNDQG6YHLQ2ODY1nV
,QVWLWXWLRQDOPDSSLQJRIWKH1RUZHJLDQQDWLRQDOV\VWHPRILQQRYDWLRQ  
A-02-1998 
$UQH,VDNVHQRJ1LOV+HQULN6ROXP
,QQRYDVMRQVVWUDWHJLHUIRU$XVW$JGHU,QQVSLOOWLO6WUDWHJLVN1 ULQJVSODQ 
A-03-1998 
(UODQG6NRJOL
.QRZOHGJH,QWHQVLYH%XVLQHVV6HUYLFHV$6HFRQG1DWLRQDO.QRZOHGJH,QIUDVWUXFWXUH" 
VIII 
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A-04-1998 
(UODQG6NRJOL
2IIVKRUHHQJLQHHULQJFRQVXOWLQJDQGLQQRYDWLRQ 
A-05-1998 
6YHLQ2ODY1nV$QGHUV(NHODQGRJ-RKDQ+DXNQHV
)RUPHOONRPSHWDQVHLQRUVNDUEHLGVOLY1RHQIRUHO¡SLJHUHVXOWDWHUIUDDQDO\VHUDYGH
QRUVNHV\VVHOVHWWLQJVILOHQH 
A-06-1998 
7URQG(LQDU3HGHUVHQ
0DFKLQHWRROVHUYLFHVDQGLQQRYDWLRQ 
A-07-1998 
5RDU6DPXHOVHQ
*HRJUDSKLF,QIRUPDWLRQ7HFKQRORJ\6HUYLFHVDQGWKHLU5ROHLQ&XVWRPHU,QQRYDWLRQ 
A-08-1998 
1LOV+HQULN6ROXP
)R8DNWLYLWHWL2VOR(QSUHVHQWDVMRQDYQRHQVHQWUDOH)R8GDWD 
A-09-1998 
7KRU(JLO%UDDGODQG
,QQRYDWLRQFDSDELOLWLHVLQVRXWKHUQDQGQRUWKHUQ1RUZD\ 
A-10-1998 
)LQQUVWDYLNDQG6YHLQ2ODY1nV
7KH1RUZHJLDQ,QQRYDWLRQ&ROODERUDWLRQ6XUYH\ 
 
1997 
1/97 
-RKDQ+DXNQHV3LPGHQ+HUWRJDQG,DQ0LOHV
6HUYLFHVLQWKHOHDUQLQJHFRQRP\LPSOLFDWLRQVIRUWHFKQRORJ\SROLF\ 
2/97 
-RKDQ+DXNQHVDQG&ULVWLDQR$QWRQHOOL
.QRZOHGJHLQWHQVLYHVHUYLFHVZKDWLVWKHLUUROH" 
3/97 
+DQV&&KULVWHQVHQ
$QGUHZ9DQGH9HQVLQQRYDVMRQVVWXGLHURJ0LQQHVRWDSURJUDPPHW 
 
1996 
1/96 
7RUH6DQGYHQ
$FTXLVLWLRQRIWHFKQRORJ\LQVPDOOILUPV 
2/96 
-RKDQ+DXNQHV
5	’LQ1RUZD\–$QRYHUYLHZRIWKHJUDQGVHFWRUV 
 
1995 
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IX
1/95 
-RKDQ+DXNQHV
(QVDPPHQKROGWWHNQRORJLSROLWLNN" 
2/95 
+DQV&&KULVWHQVHQ
)RUVNQLQJVSURVMHNWHULLQGXVWULHOOUHJLL.MHPLVNNRPLWHL171)LRJnUHQH 
3/95 
$QGHUV(NHODQG
%UXNDY(9(17YHGHYDOXHULQJDY6.$3WLOWDN 
4/95 
7HUMH1RUG7URQG(LQDU3HGHUVHQ 
7HOHNRPPXQLNDVMRQ2IIHQWOLJSROLWLNNRJVRVLDOHDVSHNWHUIRUGLVWULEXWLYHIRUKROG 
5/95 
(ULF,YHUVHQ 
,PPDWULHOOHUHWWLJKHWHURJQRUVNQ ULQJVSROLWLNN(WNRPPHQWHUWUHIHUDWWLO12(VHPLQDUHW 
$UEHLGVUDSSRUWHQHWLORJPHGEHVWnUDYHPSLULVNHDQDO\VHUDYEODQWDQQHWLQQRYDVMRQVDNWL
YLWHWLQ¡NNHOEUDQVMHUL1RUJH 
6/95 
,QQRYDWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHDWLQGXVWU\OHYHOLQ1RUZD\3XOSDQGSDSHU 
7/95 
,QQRYDWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHDWLQGXVWU\OHYHOLQ1RUZD\%DVLFPHWDOV 
8/95 
,QQRYDWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHDWLQGXVWU\OHYHOLQ1RUZD\&KHPLFDOV 
9/95 
,QQRYDWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHDWLQGXVWU\OHYHOLQ1RUZD\%R[HVFRQWDLQHUVHWF 
10/95 
,QQRYDWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHDWLQGXVWU\OHYHOLQ1RUZD\0HWDOSURGXFWV 
11/95 
,QQRYDWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHDWLQGXVWU\OHYHOLQ1RUZD\0DFKLQHU\ 
12/95 
,QQRYDWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHDWLQGXVWU\OHYHOLQ1RUZD\(OHFWULFDODSSDUDWXV 
13/95 
,QQRYDWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHDWLQGXVWU\OHYHOLQ1RUZD\,7 
14/95 
,QQRYDWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHDWLQGXVWU\OHYHOLQ1RUZD\7H[WLOH 
15/95 
,QQRYDWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHDWLQGXVWU\OHYHOLQ1RUZD\)RRGEHYHUDJHVDQGWREDFFR 
16/95 
.HLWK6PLWK(VSHQ’LHWULFKVDQG6YHLQ2ODY1nV
7KH1RUZHJLDQ1DWLRQDO,QQRYDWLRQ6\VWHP$VWXG\RINQRZOHGJHFUHDWLRQGLVWULEXWLRQDQG
XVH 
17/95 
(ULF,YHUVHQRJ7URQG(LQDU3HGHUVHQPHGKMHOSDY(UODQG6NRJOLRJ.HLWK6PLWK
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
67(3JUXSSHQEOHHWDEOHUWLIRUnIRUV\QH
EHVOXWQLQJVWDNHUHPHGIRUVNQLQJNQ\WWHWWLODOOH
VLGHUYHGLQQRYDVMRQRJWHNQRORJLVNHQGULQJPHG
V UOLJYHNWSnIRUKROGHWPHOORPLQQRYDVMRQ
¡NRQRPLVNYHNVWRJGHVDPIXQQVPHVVLJH
RPJLYHOVHU%DVLVIRUJUXSSHQVDUEHLGHU
HUNMHQQHOVHQDYDWXWYLNOLQJHQLQQHQYLWHQVNDSRJ
WHNQRORJLHUIXQGDPHQWDOIRU¡NRQRPLVNYHNVW’HW
JMHQVWnUOLNHYHOPDQJHXO¡VWHSUREOHPHURPNULQJ
KYRUGDQSURVHVVHQPHGYLWHQVNDSHOLJRJ
WHNQRORJLVNHQGULQJIRUO¡SHURJKYRUGDQGHQQH
SURVHVVHQInUVDPIXQQVPHVVLJHRJ¡NRQRPLVNH
NRQVHNYHQVHU)RUVWnHOVHDYGHQQHSURVHVVHQHUDY
VWRUEHW\GQLQJIRUXWIRUPLQJHQRJLYHUNVHWWHOVHQDY
IRUVNQLQJVWHNQRORJLRJLQQRYDVMRQVSROLWLNNHQ
)RUVNQLQJHQL67(3JUXSSHQHUGHUIRUVHQWUHUW
RPNULQJKLVWRULVNH¡NRQRPLVNHVRVLRORJLVNHRJ
RUJDQLVDWRULVNHVS¡UVPnOVRPHUUHOHYDQWHIRUGH
EUHGHIHOWHQHLQQRYDVMRQVSROLWLNNRJ¡NRQRPLVN
YHNVW


7KH67(3JURXSZDVHVWDEOLVKHGLQWRVXSSRUW
SROLF\PDNHUVZLWKUHVHDUFKRQDOODVSHFWVRI
LQQRYDWLRQDQGWHFKQRORJLFDOFKDQJHZLWKSDUWLFXODU
HPSKDVLVRQWKHUHODWLRQVKLSVEHWZHHQLQQRYDWLRQ
HFRQRPLFJURZWKDQGWKHVRFLDOFRQWH[W7KHEDVLV
RIWKHJURXS•VZRUNLVWKHUHFRJQLWLRQWKDWVFLHQFH
WHFKQRORJ\DQGLQQRYDWLRQDUHIXQGDPHQWDOWR
HFRQRPLFJURZWK\HWWKHUHUHPDLQPDQ\XQUHVROYHG
SUREOHPVDERXWKRZWKHSURFHVVHVRIVFLHQWLILFDQG
WHFKQRORJLFDOFKDQJHDFWXDOO\RFFXUDQGDERXWKRZ
WKH\KDYHVRFLDODQGHFRQRPLFLPSDFWV5HVROYLQJ
VXFKSUREOHPVLVFHQWUDOWRWKHIRUPDWLRQDQG
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIVFLHQFHWHFKQRORJ\DQG
LQQRYDWLRQSROLF\7KHUHVHDUFKRIWKH67(3JURXS
FHQWUHVRQKLVWRULFDOHFRQRPLFVRFLDODQG
RUJDQLVDWLRQDOLVVXHVUHOHYDQWIRUEURDGILHOGVRI
LQQRYDWLRQSROLF\DQGHFRQRPLFJURZWK 
 
